Korea Nazarene University (KNU) began as a School of Theology 54 years ago. Since 1995, it has upgraded its status from a community college to a university that offers diverse academic programs such as Theology, Human Rehabilitation, Social Work, and Special Education. Many have graduated as health and rehabilitation science professionals.

The Department of Education and Human Resources has instituted the policy of Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity for the purpose of extending higher educational opportunities to students with disabilities. KNU is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity institution, which prohibits discrimination against any individual because of the type or severity of disability, and ensures equal admission and learning rights for any student with disabilities. KNU is also one of the leading universities to focus on health and rehabilitation and equal job opportunities through integrated education and campus life.

KNU is a unique university with integrated academic programs where students with and without disabilities learn together. The ABLE model especially opens the way for KNU to create a new paradigm for career development and employment opportunity.